
Item # Description Color Size Selling Unit

 WC-GDQPW DRC White 10" x 13" 50/pk-10pk/cs

 WC-GDQPW2 DRC White 12" x 13" 50/pk-16pk/cs

 WC-GSQPW1 Spunlace White 12" x 13" 50/pk-16pk/cs

 WC-GSQPW2 Spunlace White 10" x 13" 50/pk-10pk/cs

 WC-GAQPW Airlaid SP White 10" x 13" 50/pk-10pk/cs

 WC-GAQPW2 Airlaid SP White 12" x 13" 50/pk-16pk/cs

health gards® dry wipes

Key Features
§§ For cost effective and convenient personal cleansing
§§ For incontinent cleanup and general purpose
§§ Available in DRC, spunlace or airlaid nonwovens
§§ 1/4 fold, poly bagged
§§ All absorbent, non-allergenic, non-irritating
§§ All latex free 

Market Segments
Extended Care Facilities, Hospitals, Alternate Care, Home Health, 
Physician

Applications
§§ Personal cleansing
§§ Incontinence cleanup
§§ General purpose
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health gards® disposable cleansing cloths

Item # Dispensing System Size Pack

Disposable Cleansing Cloth - Gel

PM-AWGT Tub 9.0” x 13.0” 64/pk - 8 pk/cs

PM-AWGDP Dispenser Pack 11.8” x 8.7” 48/pk - 12 pk/cs

Disposable Cleansing Cloth - Aqueous

PM-AWSP Soft Pack - Rigid Lens 12.6” x 8.7” 48/pk - 12 pk/cs

Disposable Cleansing Cloth - Flushable

PM-FWDP Dispenser Pack 7.1” x 5.5” 42/pk - 24 pk/cs

Key Features
§§ Extra large pre-moistened disposable cleansing cloths for easy 

application on any part of the body
§§ Soft, strong, and durable spunlace substrate
§§ Formulations contain skin caring ingredients
§§ Alcohol free, latex free, and hypoallergenic
§§ pH balanced
§§ Pleasant light fragrance
§§ Available in both gel and aqueous formulations

Health Gards® Gel Formulation
§§ Enhances skin wellness by maintaining and increasing the moisture on the skin which is essential to 

skin health.
§§ Superior in performance to standard aqueous formulations that contain surfactants that are effective 

in cleansing but remove essential oils from the skin.
§§ Utilizes a polymer matrix formulation allowing for the suspension of other skin caring ingredients.
§§ Formulation contains Vitamin E,  Aloe, Lanolin,  and Chamomile.
§§ Clinically tested to increase moisture on the skin.

Test for yourself: Express some of the formula from the wipe and 
feel the gel like viscosity.  After use rub your thumb and forefinger 
together and feel the lotion-like smoothness.  Typical aqueous 
formulas will express like water and when you rub thumb and 
forefinger together it will be “Squeeky” clean because it has removed 
essential oils.

Health Gards® Aqueous Formulation
§§ Substantially all competitive products utilize aqueous formulations. 
§§ Most baby wipes are Aqueous formulations
§§ Very effective cleansing wipes.
§§ Contains Aloe and Lanolin
§§ Lower cost than gel formulations
§§ Available in a Value pack soft pack with a secure “rigid” lens closure to  prevent wipes from drying out.

Applications
§§ Everyday clean-up for all ages
§§ Incontinent care

Pre-moistened
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